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ABSTRACT

The Multi-Stream Data-Driven Telemetry System (MSDDTS) is a new generation
system in China developed by Beijing Research Institute of Telemetry (BRIT) for high
bit rate, multi-stream data acquisition, processing and display. Features of the
MSDDTS include:

.Up to 4 data streams;

.Data driven architecture;

.Multi-processor for parallel processing;

.Modular, Configurable, expandable and programmable;

.Stand-along capability;

.And, external control by host computer.

This paper addresses three very important aspects of the MSDDTS. First, the system
architecture is discussed. Second, three basic models of the system configuration are
described. The third shows the future development of the system.
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INTRODUCTION

The Multi-Stream Data-Driven Telemetry System (MSDDTS) has been developed to
meet the demand for handling multi-stream in telemetry area in China. It would be
expensive and too large to build a multi-stream system by combining a lot of former
equipments designed for single stream. A more effective way to construct a



multi-stream system is using a more integrated design, modularizing the telemetry
system functions and connecting all the function modules with a bus. Such a system
will be expandable, configurable and has a relatively lower cost. The MSDDTS is
such an integrated system. In the design, handling of 4 input streams is considered.

Another target of the MSDDTS is for real-time data processing. Aerocraft tends to be
more complex, but flight test need to be more effective, Therefore, telemetry data
real-time processing is more demanded than ever. The real-time data can be used to
support flight situation real-time monitoring, abnormal and failure phenomena quick
decision and responding. However, higher bit rate and multi-stream increasingly
multiply the difficulties. And the requirement on processing power extraordinarily
exceeds the ability of a general traditional computer. Parallel processing is the
direction to solve the problem. Among parallel processing architectures, data flow
architecture is known as allowing maximum use of potential parallelism . The[1]

execution principle of the data flow architecture is data driven  which asynchrony[2]

and functionality features fit in with the needs of the telemetry streams mergence and
processing. Data driven has been applied to MSDDTS for telemetry data parallel
processing. In the MSDDTS, the granularity of parallelism is at the function level
rather than instruction level as a general data flow computer does.

In addition, the MSDDTS must meet a lot of other requirements for different
applications, which can be simple or complex, may or may not incorporate a host
computer that would be a product of any corporation, and have different data
processing algorithm. The MSDDTS series products with features of configurable,
expandable, programmable and stand-alone capability get the goal.

Firstly, this paper describes the system architecture of the MSDDTS. Secondly, the
three basic models of the MSDDTS are discussed. And the final shows the future
development of the system.

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The MSDDTS is based on two bus structure as shown in figure 1. HDBus (high-speed
Data Bus) transfers tokens between input/output (I/O) modules and processing
modules and supports the data-driven execute mode. Tokens consists of data and tag.
The data has 32 bits and tag has 16 bits. The token transfer is of broadcast transfer
mode that all slave modules can receive a token from a master module at the same
time. The bus requesting from master modules are arbitrated according to rand-robin
priority parallel arbitrating scheme. HDBus is a synchronizing bus. Every bus
operation is timed to bus clock. The transfer period and arbitrating period are all single
clock period and the two period can be overlapped.



The computer bus is one of the types of a common industrial standard bus. This bus is
used for administrative tasks. By means of the computer bus, monoboard
microcomputer can controls, tests and setups all of the modules. Some parts of
telemetry data can also be transferred to the computer bus from HDBus through bridge
module, and be outputed through commercial available I/O controllers.

On the front panel of the system main chassis, there is a plat panel terminal, which is
connected to the monoboard microcomputer via RS232. As the controller of the
system, monoboard microcomputer executes the system real-time programs and
management programs, which provide a menu-system for man-machine interface on
the plat panel terminal, access disk files via disk controller, maintains setup
information that is to be loaded to modules. controls, tests and diagnoses all the
modules, and do some complex processing on some data from HDBus. All of the
management information and some of the telemetry data are displayed on the plat
panel terminal.

The multiple bit synchronizer modules, frame/subframe synchronizer modules and
data distributor modules can simultaneously operate in the system. After
demodulation, telemetry data is limit checked and parameter identified. The prime
data is then assigned a tag, forming a token which is sent to HDBus.

The data processor module receives tokens from HDBus. The token is to be matched
and only the needed token will be buffered to activate the corresponding executable
objective code that is in the data processing algorithm library. The processing result is
assigned a new tag which forms a new token. And then the new token is sent back to
HDBus.

The multiple Data processor modules may be incorporated for parallel processing.
Due to the function execution in a module only depending on the arrival of a required
data, the operation of processors is completely parallel. And processors can handle
different telemetry parameters. When a parameter needs more than one processing
function, a pipeline operation will be established by allocating each function to
different modules. Based on the effective scheduling and allocating, the parallel
processing efficiency can be improved by software.

When handling a complex data structure, data flow architecture is more complex and
need more additional overhead than traditional computer architecture. But it is not the
case in telemetry data processing. Because most of the telemetry data processing
algorithms are functional operation, and the parallelism can be established at function
level rather than instruction level as a general data flow computer usually does.



The data output channels are also parallel. Multiple analog port modules and DMA
modules can be used. All of the output modules can simultaneously receive data from
HDBus and output the same parameters or different parameters independently.

The bridge module connects the two data buses, the HDBus and the computer bus.
The data on the HDBus can route to computer bus, access the cheaper commercial
available output interfaces and general computer resources. Covertly, the data on the
computer bus can be transferred to HDBus and processed by the parallel processing
resources. According to the requirement of a application, therefore, a system can be
constructed flexibly and get a higher performance-cost ratio.

The system utility generates the bus clock and implement bus arbitrating for HDBus.
The IRIG time from a time code transferor/generator is input through the system
utility module. Time words are also tagged to form a token that is to be sent to
HDBus, so all modules which need the time words can receive the time words as
receiving a data.

The single main chassis of the MSDDTS can be stand-alone. An user operate it on the
chassis’s plat panel terminal. If necessary, it may be controlled also by an external
host which is connected via RS232, or by one of the display workstations which are
connected by the ethernet.

THE THREE BASIC MODELS

The MSDDTS provide a series of products for wide applications. Basically, there are
three models:

1. The small scale system is a single main chassis system. It consists of six elementary
units, i.e., plat panel terminal, monoboard microcomputer, disk controller, system
utility, bridge and simulator. And a bit synchronizer, a frame/subframe synchronizer
and a data distributor may be inserted into the main chassis for single stream
acquisition. The data processor and analog port are options.

2. The middle scale system is constructed with a main chassis, an expanding chassis
for multi-stream acquisition, and a display workstation for integrated information
display and post time data analysis.

3. The large scale system is a distributed system. Except a main chassis, there will be
multiple expanding chassis and multiple display workstations which are connected
together via the ethernet.



CONCLUSION

The MSDDTS based on two busses parallel processing architecture complements the
multi-stream real-time telemetry data acquisition, processing and display. The next
work is to improve the speed of data processor and enlarge the processing algorithm
library, and providing more optional modules.
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